**Al Hosn Gas**
Occidental is a partner in a 30-year joint venture with the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) on Al Hosn Gas, one of the largest natural gas developments in the Middle East.

**Operational Excellence**
Production at Al Hosn Gas production has exceeded expectations, thanks to optimization efforts that have required minimal capital. Production and throughput continue to improve with operational excellence.

**Meeting Energy Needs**
Occidental is a partner with Mubadala on Dolphin Energy, which supplies natural gas to markets in the United Arab Emirates. Dolphin is the premier trans-border natural gas project in the Middle East and one of the region’s largest energy initiatives.

**35-Year Concession**
ADNOC has awarded Occidental a 35-year concession to explore onshore Block 3, which covers 1.5 million gross acres and is adjacent to Al Hosn Gas.

**Regional Support**
Occidental has had a presence in the United Arab Emirates for more than 15 years. Our Abu Dhabi office provides support for Occidental’s Middle East oil and gas operations and business development.

**Top Safety Performance**
Occidental conducts business in a manner that protects the health and safety of people and the environment at our facilities. Our consistently strong safety performance reflects our employees’ dedication to creating and maintaining safe work environments.

**Partner of Choice®**
Occidental is committed to providing safe, healthy and secure workplaces; protecting the environment; maintaining high ethical standards; upholding and promoting human rights; and respecting cultural norms and values, everywhere we operate.

**Emirates Foundation**
Occidental was one of the first supporters of the Emirates Foundation when it was established in 2005. We are proud to support the Emirates Foundation in its efforts to identify and develop young Emirati talent in science, innovation, financial literacy and volunteering.

**Promoting STEM**
Occidental participates in the Emirates Foundation’s “Think Science Fair,” a platform for connecting science and engineering students with the business sector. Our employees have helped judge this STEM-focused event.

**Volunteering in the Community**
Occidental supports the Emirates Foundation’s “Takatof” program, which promotes volunteerism. Volunteers have made Iftar meals and distributed Ramadan kits provided by the Emirates Foundation to workers at the fishermen’s port area in Abu Dhabi.